“Never surrender. Never submit. Never be
silenced. Freedom and independence forever.”
~Robert Spencer ~

Canada
Group to go to court after Bible camps denied
federal summer jobs grant
The federal government is being sued over its denial of a Canada summer
jobs grant to Bible camps in Ontario and Nova Scotia. Phil Whitehead,
executive director of the camps, said in a telephone interview the camps
provided comprehensive copies of discrimination and harassment policies,
including its anti-bullying measures. He said he suspects Ottawa is refusing
the two camps' applications for funding of about eight counsellors because
it has an evangelical Christian background that includes opposition to
abortion. The Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms is taking Ottawa
to court over its denial of jobs grants for Bible camps in Ontario and Nova
Scotia, with the camp's operators suggesting the rejection is due to their
evangelical beliefs.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/bible-camps-nova-scotiacourt-1.5161671

The Elites Think You're Stupid (Danforth Shooting
Update)
They heavily underscored that he had mental issues and no connection to
terrorism. At a press conference, the great Joe Warrmington asks “What
about his brother who is in a coma? What about the Carfentanyl?
(Carfentanyl is a weapon; it’s not even a drug of use.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTPorTqt4us

Trudeau Slammed for Taking ‘Personal Day’ Instead
of Attending Return of Fallen Canadian Soldier’s
Body
“The body of Canadian Armed Forces Bombardier Patrick Labrie, who was
killed during a NATO exercise last week in Bulgaria, was returned to
Ottawa on Saturday for a memorial service. However, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau was not present to pay his respects.” Justin Trudeau took a
‘personal day,’ instead of attending the return of Bombardier Patrick
Labrie’s remains.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/06/25/trudeau-slammed-fortaking-personal-day-instead-of-attending-return-of-fallen-canadian-soldiersbody

CBC Launches Hilariously Biased & Ignorant Attack
on The Post Millennial
Making this all the more disturbing is that CBC is using forcibly-taken
taxpayer money to launch an attack against a possible competitor. That
shouldn’t happen in a free society. The fact is CBC can’t compete on a level
playing field and they know it, so they attack, demonize, and show total
bias towards anyone who they feel threatened by.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/06/27/cbc-launches-hilariouslybiased-ignorant-attack-on-the-post-millennial/

Dividing Canada into vote banks, one tribe at a
time

On June 21 in Toronto, many prominent Liberals appeared alongside a
group called ‘Canadian Muslim Vote’, where Justin Trudeau
himself implied opposition Conservatives were Islamophobic and racist,
sending the partisan Liberal Party Muslim tribe into a thunderous applause.
Ostensibly the event was non-partisan. Of course, it wasn’t. Two Muslim
candidates running on the People’s Party of Canada ticket – Tahir Gora
from Mississauga-Malton and Hazar Alsabagh from Mississauga-Erin Mills –
were not invited, nor was their leader Maxime Bernier.
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/fatah-dividing-canada-intovote-banks-one-tribe-at-a-time

Disgraceful: Catherine McKenna Giving Over $200
Million More Of Our Taxpayer Dollars to Foreign
Countries
Catherine McKenna and the Trudeau Liberals never miss a chance to take
our tax dollars and give our money away to countries that aren’t Canada.
‘Foreign aid’ sounds nice but is actually a disgrace and a betrayal. It
represents the THEFT of money from Canadian Citizens, and that money
being given to foreign countries while Canadians in need are abandoned.
Unacceptable.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2019/06/28/disgraceful-catherinemckenna-giving-over-200-million-more-of-our-taxpayer-dollars-to-foreigncountries/

Liberals Approved These Four Controversial Islamic
Organizations for Canada summer Jobs Program
Funding
Several controversial Islamist organizations have been awarded with a new
round of funding from the Trudeau government’s Canada Summer Job
program, True North has learned. The Trudeau government’s handling of
the grants has been mired in controversy and mismanagement since they
announced a values attestation, which initially required organizations to
sign a pro-abortion pledge or be deemed ineligible for funding.
https://tnc.news/2019/06/24/liberals-approved-these-four-controversialislamic-organizations-for-canada-summer-jobs-program-funding/

Scheer and Conservatives running scared
While there has been no official explanation for why the Conservative party
hierarchy disqualified his candidacy, Mansur says he was told by senior
party sources that the Scheer campaign was worried his record of speeches
and writings would open him to attacks of Islamophobia by the Liberals
and it didn’t want Scheer distracted by them. Mansur, in my view, would
have been an ideal candidate for the Conservatives in Liberal-held London
Centre North, because he wasn’t running out of ego or expectation of easy
victory. He was running because of his principles.
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/goldstein-scheer-andconservatives-running-scared

Our First Priority Must Be to Pre-empt an AntiMuslim Backlash
I know that if there was a jihadist terrorist attack, the Trudeau government
would immediately swing into action by deploying troops to prevent an
anti-Muslim backlash, which must be our first priority. When it comes down
to the crunch, Canadians would rather be exposed to burglars, thieves,
rapists, home invaders and drunk drivers than see a snowflake, trans
person or a Somali immigrant irreparably traumatized by a slogan that he,
she or it saw sprayed on a wall or sidewalk. Trailblazers like Stalin, Castro,

the STASI and the NDP did a lot to sweep these regressive impediments
away, but as they say in the grievance business, "much work remains to be
done."
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/06/our-first-priority-must-be-preemptanti-muslim-attack.html

C3RF Member Update - 29 June, 2019
This week's update challenges the elite assumption that "climate change"
will be the "ballot-box" question of the 2019 Canadian federal election?
How could it be when it has been drubbed in other jurisdictions once cost
becomes part of the debate. Rather than this, could it be that "free
speech" will be the question of the day in the October, 2019 contest? After
all, its diminishment, in the name of "Islamophobia" and "diversity is our
strength", is keeping Canadians from addressing the thorny and critical
issues of their time. Is not being able to honestly discuss major problems a
fundamental issue that needs to be addressed as a priority?
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/06/28/C3RF-MemberUpdate---28-June-2019

Tommy Robinson
Going back to Trial –
July 4th & 5th
“Tommy Robinson is an invincible power of freedom in a world
shackled by political correctness; he is an inexhaustible
conscience of justice in an unscrupulous world and he is the
voice of the truth in the face of oppressive and cowardly
politicians. He should be an exalted and living example for all
of us to follow if we really believe in freedom, justice and
truth because without these principles, everything else in
this world is a merely futile.”
~ Valerie Price ~

Breaking: Tommy Robinson. Full Court Case
Details
This is a great interview with Elsa Schieder and Tommy, just before his
upcoming court case on July 4th and 5th, 2019. Tommy Robinson is facing
his 7th court case in a year. The charges are ludicrous: for instance,
reading to his viewers what was on the BBC site the day before. So, the
cause can only be that he is an Enemy of the State.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/MCucQZWEjZbM/

As I am Counting down the days – by Tommy
I am fully aware and prepared for the worst, however as you know me well
enough by now, I will continue to fight with every bone in my body and to
my very last breath to fight the extreme injustices which are being imposed
by our own so-called democratic governmental system. Even if they throw
me in a jail cell in solitary confinement once again, I will never stop the
fight!
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/as-i-am-counting-down-the-days/

Please Support Tommy
The cost is outrageous: £100,000 so far. The generosity of
supporters has enabled Tommy to carry on. But the bills keep
coming in. So, if you can, please donate.
https://www.tr.news/support-us/

Please Pray for Tommy
Abraham Lincoln said: "I have been driven many times upon my
knees by the overwhelming conviction that I had nowhere else to
go. My own wisdom and that of all about me seemed insufficient
for that day."
I believe in the power of prayer. If not for yourself, believe in it
for others. The world is weak; prayer is POWERFUL. Whether you
are a Christian, a Jew, a Buddhist, a Hindu, a Jainist, an atheist or
none of the above, please pray for Tommy’s safety.
"We pray for Tommy’s well-being. We pray for You to protect him.
We pray that not only will Tommy have the grace, strength and
the peace to handle whatever comes his way but, like Peter and
Paul, You will supernaturally protect him. Make him invisible to
the darkness and to those who would seek to harm him. Send
your Angel bodyguards to accompany him and to surround him

wherever he walks. Station at least one at his back and another to
go before him. Station them at the door to his cell as well. Please
keep Tommy safe and please give Tommy’s family security and
peace as well."
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/please-pray-for-tommy/

I will be in London at Tommy’s trial at the Old Bailey next
week so I doubt there will be a Newsletter. I predict the
Government will find something – anything – to make
certain he goes back to prison.

Tommy is the “Last Lion of Britain”.
His fight is OUR fight.

Freedom of Speech
The PPC’s strength is their dedication to free speech
“Radical multiculturalism is the misguided belief
that all values and cultures can co-exist in one society.
They cannot. We must protect our society against
this kind of barbarism.”
~ Maxime Bernier ~
One of Bernier’s great strengths is that in spite of years of political
experience, he has not become jaded or cynical. He wears his own heart
on his sleeve. Not a thespian, mantra-driven, lachrymose, pre-programmed
“heart” of the kind Trudeau is so famous for, but an unsentimental heart
full of deeply-considered convictions that beat, like ruggedly-manned
boats, against the progressive current upon which Justin Trudeau is a
dreamily bobbing twiglet.
London candidate Salim Mansur just got turfed by the CPC, for example,
because he is a democratic Muslim who speaks out against Islamism.
Islamism is a serious problem in the West, but we have now arrived at a
moment where a national leader is so cowed by political correctness that
he won’t defend a candidate who speaks objective truth about a known
threat to our national security.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/the-ppcs-strength-is-their-dedicationto-free-speech/

United Nations' new anti- “hate speech” campaign
includes speech against UN programs
In a ten-minute speech — I'll show you the highlights — you'll hear from
the friendly-looking Guterres about how the United Nations will rebut,
counter and fight back against political speech from around the world to
which the UN disagrees. This is about banning speech that criticizes Islam.
https://www.therebel.media/united-nations-new-anti-hate-speechcampaign-rebel-media-ezra-levant-show-june-26-2019

UN Global Compact
UN Global Compact: What Happens Next?
The UN has set its enormous bureaucratic infrastructure into full motion to
see to it that the Compact will have maximum impact across the globe.
IOM director-general Antonio Vitorino has already sent a warning to critics
of the UN migration agenda and said that "if we want to succeed in having
a more humane and better world, we should resist the temptation of
negative narratives that some want to spread about migration".
While world leaders continue to push for more migration, polls show that
many citizens, worldwide, do not want more migration, whether in or out
of their countries.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14391/un-global-compact-next

Islamophobia
‘Islamophobia’ Expert: Christianity ‘An Oppressive
Political System Bent on Discrimination’
Todd Green thinks Robert Spencer is an “anti-Muslim hate speaker” for
opposing jihad terrorist violence and Sharia oppression of women and
others. Were foes of the Nazis “anti-German hate speakers”? Todd Green
might have thought so. In earlier ages, he would likely have been penning
weighty pseudo-academic tomes about how opposing the Nazis makes you
a bigot who hates all Germans. He and other “Islamophobia” “experts”
make their living slandering and defaming those who oppose jihad terror,
which will only have the effect of enabling more jihad terror. How Todd
Green can live with himself, as the body count steadily rises, is beyond me.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274114/islamophobia-expertchristianity-oppressive-robert-spencer

Justifying Islamophobia
Ever since the massive arrival of Muslims to the Western hemisphere, our
Western culture and world have been forever altered, thanks to the
ceaseless attempts of the left to create a failing Utopian multiculturalist
paradise while forcefully jamming it down the throats of unsuspecting
citizens. Islam is anything but a religion of peace. Violence is at the very
core of Islam. Violence is institutionalized in the Muslims’ holy book,
the Quran in many Suras. That is why people fear Islam, hence,
Islamophobia is justified.
http://newswithviews.com/justifying-islamophobia/

Politically Exploiting Islamophobia
Rep. Joe Webster’s presentation was particularly appalling as he told the
audience, “we just had to do something” following the shooting in Christ
Church, New Zealand. That attack, which took place a half a world away,
motivated the decision of Webster and Shusterman to put together this
town hall meeting at this mosque. Yet these same representatives
apparently didn’t feel motivated to hold a similar town hall after the
shooting at the Tree of Life synagogue which took place in their own
state.
Community tensions are likely to only worsen as long as Muslim community
leaders and elected officials whitewash Islamist anti-Semitism, treat
Muslims solely as victims, and demonize those who point out the problems
of extremism within the Muslim community.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/06/politically_exploiting_isl
amophobia.html

UK former equity chief warns: “Islamophobia” is a
“bullies charter” used by “censorious Muslims”
In mid-May, the UK government refused “to adopt a working definition of
‘Islamophobia’ proposed by an all-party Parliamentary group”. Britain’s
former equality tsar Trevor Phillips OBE has warned the sweeping new
definition of “Islamophobia” is a “bullies’ charter” for Muslims inclined to
censor criticism of Islam and Islamic practices. Even the usually politically
correct National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC) has expressed “some
concerns about the proposed definition of Islamophobia”, suggesting it was

“too broad”, “could cause confusion for officers enforcing it”, “be used to
challenge legitimate free speech on the historical or theological actions of
Islamic states”, and ultimately “undermine counter-terrorism powers, which
seek to tackle extremism or prevent terrorism.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/06/uk-former-equity-chief-warnsislamophobia-is-a-bullies-charter-used-by-censorious-muslims

Christendom
Africa: Alarming Rise of Christian Persecution
Terrorist groups are not the only sources of persecution in Africa. Many
Muslim governments and individuals also target Christians. According to a
recent interim report published in the U.K., "it is estimated that one third of
the world's population suffers from religious persecution in some form, with
Christians being the most persecuted group."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14448/africa-christians-persecution

“We will get rid of Christian people like you”:
Christian jailed on false charges in Kuwait, sues
Kuwaiti government
After Canada accepted his Asylum for Protection as a refugee from Kuwait,
Hani Morris, an Egyptian Coptic Christian, filed a lawsuit against Kuwait.
This is a story of the mistreatment and torture of an Egyptian family that
was deprived of its dignity of being an Egyptian family for being Christian.
These state institutions need to be cleansed of their corruption, racism and
discrimination, which is against the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
signed by Kuwait since its inclusion in the United Nations.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/06/we-will-get-rid-of-christian-peoplelike-you-christian-jailed-on-false-charges-in-kuwait-sues-kuwaitigovernment

Agenda 2030 & the UN
The Humanitarian Hoax of Planned
Parenthood: Killing America With Kindness hoax 34
Planned Parenthood is doing the dirty work of the globalist elite they are just too arrogant and too angry to notice that they are
participating in their own destruction. The noisy leftist Democrats
who support Planned Parenthood and promote its destructive agenda
are also useful idiots of the globalist elite who fund their pricey
political campaigns. The duped Democrats are mercenaries who
haven't figured out that when this war is over, they will also be
dispensable.
http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/22862/the-humanitarian-hoax-ofplanned-parenthood

Antifa & The Left
Antifa doxing Tucker Carlson and Stephen Miller
with posters all over DC listing home addresses
AntiFa activists in Washington D.C. have put up posters with the home
address of Tucker Carlson's family. In an effort to "oppose the Alt-Right," a
group called All Out DC has been pasting posters all around the nation's

capital to call upon like-minded activists to rally against the Fox News
host.The posters feature Carlson's face blocked out by the AntiFa threearrow symbol, his home address, the words "Block the Alt-Right," and a
description of Carlson as an "Influencer," which reads:
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/06/antifa_doxing_tucker_carl
son_and_stephen_miller_with_posters_all_over_dc_listing_home_addresse
s.html

Prison Time for Democrat’s ‘Vicious’ doxing of
Republicans
A Democrat U.S. Senate staffer, Jackson A. Cosko, who doxxed Republican
senators during the nasty confirmation battle over Supreme Court Justice
Brett Kavanaugh, committing what prosecutors called “the largest data
breach in Senate history,” was sentenced to four years imprisonment. “It
was a vicious offense,” Judge Hogan told Cosko at the sentencing hearing.
“You were upset politically, perhaps you thought in today’s world it’s okay
to lash out because of that but it’s not. There needs to be a deterrent. You
put those people in harm’s way in a polarized society. You can’t pass this
off as simple political extremity that is okay to do.”
https://canadafreepress.com/article/prison-time-for-democrats-viciousdoxxing-of-republicans

Around the World
France
The Suicide of France
Switch or upheaval, the days of France as we knew it are numbered: the
society has lost its cultural center of gravity: the old way of life is fading
and close to "extinction". "Frenchness" is disappearing and being replaced
by a kind balkanization of enclaves not communicating with one another.
For the country most affected by Islamic fundamentalism and terrorism,
this is not a good recipe. Instead of integration, assimilation and
Europeanization, Muslim extremists in France are pursuing multiculturalism,
separation and partition. The enclaves of immigrants at the edges of
French cities foment "a rupture in values with French society, and a will to
subvert it". "People do not want to live together".

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14406/suicide-of-france

Trinidad
The Western Hemisphere’s Jihadist Hotspot
It is difficult to believe that a lush, tropical vacation destination like the

Caribbean nation of Trinidad and Tobago, a relatively prosperous country
with full religious and legal freedoms, has produced more fighters per
capita for the murderous Islamic State (ISIS) than any other country in the
Western Hemisphere. America and other nations should be very concerned
about this island “breeding ground” for jihadists so close to the United
States and its interests.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274139/trinidad-westernhemispheres-jihadist-hotspot-stephen-brown

Turkey
Turkey Loses an Ally
The April 11 military coup that ousted Sudanese dictator Omar al-Bashir
after 30 years of Islamist rule seems to have the government of Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan extremely worried. The Turkish
government, in its attempts to prop up Bashir's ailing government,
had invested heavily in Sudan. The ouster of Bashir, after months-long
protests, has thrown the cooperation between the Turkish and Sudanese
regimes in intelligence, economics and military, among other matters, into
uncertainty. Turkey was one of the few countries that had amicable
relations with the Bashir regime because both states shared sympathies for
the Muslim Brotherhood.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14389/turkey-sudan-ally

United States
Islamic Subversion in America
Islam is an invader and the enemy of humanity. Violence and blood are at
the core of this ideology of hate. I made myself a promise that once I
grew up, I would do everything within my power to expose this fraud of a

religion. Islamists, by sheer numbers, eventually will be able to vote out
democracy in many countries. They will elect Muslims to all positions of
local influence, who will create and enforce policy according to the
Quran. Once they have control over a town, they will begin to establish
informal sharia, and there's nothing the government can (or will want to)
do about it. Simply put, if I let Islam be, Islam doesn't let me be. Islam
doesn't live by the same rules of reciprocity. Islam doesn't recognize my
rights and the rights of all non-Muslims. The punishment for leaving Islam
is death.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/06/islamic_subversion_in_
america.html

A Jihad Basis for the Coup
The biggest crime of the swamp was collusion with jihadist terror-mongers
against the civilized world. Jihad collusion is also the most dangerous
threat to our national security. It is morally repulsive, a throwback to the
bloody past of tribal warfare. Colluders with genocidal war need to be
exposed. The perpetrators and their American colluders need to be named
and shamed. The world must know the truth. This is the battle of our
time, and we cannot lose it.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/06/a_jihad_basis_for_the_
coup.html#ixzz5rlx20p2T

Hacked Docs Expose Soros-Obama-UN Refugee
Invasion Network
Secret internal reports and memos by one of George Soros’s left-wing front
groups reveals the socialist billionaire’s subversive reach within the Obama
administration, the United Nations, and the governing structures European
Union, especially as it relates to the manufactured refugee/migration crisis.
Among the many noteworthy points made by Soros activists in one report
is the assertion that the migrant/refugee tsunami that has already
swamped Europe with 1-2 million Muslim migrants should be accepted as
“the new normal.” This is not surprising, but it is alarming.
https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/immigration/item/23893hacked-docs-expose-soros-obama-un-refugee-invasion-network

Could The Increased Acid Attacks In London Be
Coming To The US?
What happens to a country when unfettered, unvetted
importation/immigration of individuals whose culture and belief system
are anathema to its people and the immigrants refuse to assimilate? It’s
called multiculturalism by liberal progressives, which results in
unlawful activities increasing because the “immigrants” do not follow the
host country’s laws. It’s what is happening in countries where practitioners
of Islam have invaded in mass numbers.
https://thewashingtonstandard.com/could-the-increased-acid-attacks-inlondon-be-coming-to-the-us/

United Kingdom
Brit lawmakers trying to define Islam as a race
It’s a backdoor approach toward enforcing Islamic blasphemy laws, says
Soren Kern of the Gatestone Institute. The backdoor is, as you might
predict, the elusive concept of “Islamophobia.” Both “Islamophobia” and
“structural” racism are frauds. Adopting this standard in Britain would
merely make it possible to prosecute anyone who criticized (for example)
the Koranic incitement of violence against infidels in that nation that lacks
a First Amendment protection of speech.

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/06/brit_lawmakers_trying_to
_define_islam_as_a_race.html#ixzz5rfwLK7iR

Stop sobbing over Shamima
The campaign to transform Shamima Begum into a victim, into an object of
sympathy, is surely one of the most grotesque spectacles in British public
life right now. This is a young woman who betrayed Britain. Who betrayed
her fellow citizens. Who turned her back on the freedoms and comforts
afforded to her by life in 21st-century London in favour of going to live in
an Islamist supremacist death cult that enslaved Yazidi women, executed
infidels, and obliterated any semblance of freedom of conscience in the
territories it governed between 2013 and 2019.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/06/24/stop-sobbing-over-shamima

Blasphemy is now a sackable offence
An Asda worker has lost his job for sharing an ‘anti-Islamic’ Billy Connolly
video. When sharing a blasphemous video – on your own private Facebook
feed, no less – becomes a sackable offence in supermarket chains, you
know something has gone very, very wrong.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/06/25/blasphemy-is-now-a-sackableoffence-asda-islam-billy-connolly

Other Articles
Dalai Lama warns: “Europe is for Europeans,” EU
will become “Muslim” or “African” if migrants
allowed to stay
According to globalist labels, these are the “racist“, “Islamophobic“,
“intolerant“, “EU democracy-threatening“, “far right“, “Nazi” words of
populists like Hungarian leader Viktor Orban, and Italy’s Matteo Salvini
right? Throw in Donald Trump too. Except, that they are not the words
of “populists” who have been logically and responsibly aiming to protect
their citizenry and democratic heritage, but are constantly attacked and
disparaged, even by the Pope–the blind guide sitting comfortably, wealthy
and walled in at the Vatican. These words have been issued by a global
leader that is deemed to be a top peacemaker who also teaches the
young about how to be peacemakers: “The Dalai Lama”. His words of

warning about Muslim migration should be on front pages of the news
everywhere, but they won’t be, because they are not what globalists want
to hear nor convey to the public.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/06/dalai-lama-warns-europe-is-foreuropeans-eu-will-become-muslim-or-african-if-migrants-allowed-to-stay

Islam, Terrorism, and Censorship
Common to all incidents cited by the author in Theoterrorism is that
“Islamophobia” accusations and retaliation threats can be instruments of
hostage-taking of entire populations, spreading fear among targeted
citizens, entire societies and governments. They impose Islamic
blasphemy laws or sharia on non-Muslim societies, democracies that honor
citizen rights to free expression without censorship or restraint. Can hurt
feelings by any group be a precondition to undermine core values of free
speech, freedom of conscience and freedom of religion by democratic
societies? If so, the creep of sharia law will surely annihilate these western
values.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/06/islam_terrorism_and_c
ensorship.html

New Racism
It is not that people are more racist now than in previous years, but rather
activists and progressive thinkers are weaponising the language of racism
in order to effectively label opponents as 'racists' merely because they are
white who "benefit" from living, say, in a majority white nation. In short,
racism has been re-defined in a power-play by black feminists, critical race
theorists, and other 'progressive' thinkers and disciplines to subordinate
legitimate voices from the dominant culture to their language and ideology.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/06/new-racism.html#more

Oriana Fallaci Remembered
Lest we forget this courageous, almost forgotten fighter for the freedom of
speech. An essential history lesson from the great Oriana Fallaci that
should be required study in all schools. If enough people actually
understood what Islam means in practice, there would be no tolerance for
it and it would, finally, be relegated to the dustbin of history along with
evils like Nazism.

https://ruleofreason.blogspot.com/2019/06/oriana-fallaci-remembered.html

What will it look like when we lose our civilization?
Civilizations are tested in a crisis. Their strengths and weaknesses are
revealed in such events as earthquakes, the sinking of ships, and social or
political eruptions. Recent events in Hong Kong have illustrated how an
area with strong civilizational characteristics performs. A massive
demonstration was conducted peacefully, without property damage and
without leaving behind an area strewn with garbage.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/06/what_will_it_look_like_wh
en_we_lose_our_civilization.html#ixzz5rrtoaqdZ

Revealed: Boko Haram’s child army
Having millions of alienated, half-starved young boys on the streets
provides the Islamists with a potentially limitless recruitment pool. Many
already come half–indoctrinated, thanks to the hardline, Saudi-influenced
religious dogmas peddled in the madrassas. And for others, a few hundred
naira is often enough to win them over, especially if it gives them a chance
to inflict violence on the society that no longer looks after them. This is
where Boko Haram comes in.
https://www.spectator.co.uk/2019/06/revealed-boko-harams-child-army/

5G: Bigger Hot Button Than I Thought
If you do not get in touch with your legislators and tell them you will not
tolerate being used as a guinea pig, expect them to take the big bucks
from lobbyists who represent high tech and cell phone companies and go
merrily on their political way – unfortunately they may find out about the
dangers when a family member gets critically ill five years from now.
http://newswithviews.com/5g-bigger-hot-button-than-i-thought/

YouTubes
“Homelands” by Katie Hopkins – EXCELLENT!
Katie Hopkins documentary is about the state of western Europe due to
globalist policies that have been enacted for decades. The future for
Europeans that increasingly don't recognize their own "homeland".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orTAUMMWd-A&feature=youtu.be

Kirralie’s Moment: Gender Defenders Rising
Kirralie Smith focuses on Gender Defenders Rising, sharing how
citizens are pushing back against a lethal totalitarian agenda. For more
information, go here: https://www.binary.org.au/
Aside from her "Gender Defenders Rising" video, Kirrilie Smith also speaks
about the halal industry in 2 other videos on this post from Jamie Glazov.
Please give them a listen to learn about the corruption in this global
money-making scam that was invented in the late 1970's/early '80's.
• Promoting Sharia with Your Grocery Purchases, where she unveils
how Islamic Supremacism is being funded with your shopping:
• Halal Certification: The Unpalatable Truth, where she reveals a world
of fraud, bribery, intimidation and corruption
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/06/28/kirralies-moment-gender-defendersrising/

Laugh for the Week:
Picture Perfect – Saturday Night Live
Game show contestant Daniel Hoffman (Bobby Moynihan) and his celebrity
teammate, Reginald VelJohnson (Kenan Thompson), must draw the
prophet Muhammad if they want to win $1 million.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_kuC35F06E

Please sign up to become a
member of ACT! For Canada:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/become-member/

And please forward this Newsletter to
others. There is STRENGTH in numbers.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/act-for-canadanewsletter-june-22-2019/

Please donate:

Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle
of ideas would not be possible. Remember: Freedom is
never free. Please make a donation.

ACT! For Canada
The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our
website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues
related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such
as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and
radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent
investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We
therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We
also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material
referenced in our emails or posted on our website.

This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This
newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The
statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or
video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily
represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its
directors, officers, or agents.

If you no longer wish to receive this Newsletter, please write to
info@actforcanada.ca

